I NTEG R ATE D I N VO I C I N G CO M PLIA N C E

Automate your accounting compliance
in the countries you operate in.

As more and more countries implement mandatory e-invoicing and compliance obligations,
it can be hard to keep track of timelines and requirements.
With global e-invoicing capabilities integrated directly into CargoWise, you can issue
compliant invoices across complex jurisdictions from a single platform.

Automated compliance

Deep integration

Powerful single view

Streamline the reporting of financial
documents to relevant authorities
in approved formats and produce
compliant invoice documents, where
required, from within CargoWise after
approval by the government authority.

Out-of-the-box functionality
means you don’t have to build
your own local integrations to
issue legally valid invoices.

With all your e-invoicing capabilities
centralized on a single platform,
you won’t need to move between
systems, eliminating time spent on
reconciliation or API-related errors.

How does it work? 

Invoice

Your users continue to post invoices as they always
have done.

Integrated invoicing compliance

Cargowise takes care of the tax determination,
transaction classification and actual communication of
the electronic invoice messages between your system
and the government electronic invoicing system.
When your invoices are validated, any important
invoice presentation requirements are also covered as
part of this end-to-end compliance solution.
As compliance documents are created, they are
transferred from CargoWise to our central electronic
invoicing platform, which is built on the foundation
provided by the eHub messaging platform. From this
centralized system, compliance electronic invoice
messages are sent to the local government authority
with all necessary encoding and secure exchange
of messages.

Automated VAT determination
Invoice/transaction classification
Invoice presentation and compliance
Integrated e-Reporting
Authentication
Encryption
Invoice data validation and invoice signing
Automated format conversion

Compliant invoice in your jurisdiction
Automated format conversion
QRCodes/barcodes/digital stamps
Automated document processing

Updated financial document
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Features

Data accuracy

Security controls

Clear your invoices faster with digitized data sent
directly to government agencies, eliminating time
spent managing invoice errors and exceptions.

Invoices are signed/encrypted to validate the
identity of the invoice issuer and that the data
is not tampered with during transmission.

Data validation

Event automation

Invoice data is validated as early as possible
to avoid submitting invalid invoices to the
government. Allowing you to fix errors and issue
legally valid invoices early, avoiding delays caused
by roundtrips to the government and back.

Event automation allows you to reconcile and
identify any invoices that failed submission.
You can also use these events as part of your
Workflow Triggers to automatically deliver invoices
only when they are stamped by the government.

Contact us today to see if e-invoicing is
available in the countries you operate in
so you can meet your global compliance
obligations with ease. Learn more at
cargowise.com/integrated-invoicing
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